DIRECTOR’S DESK
Sawasdee Khrub!
I Hope & pray that you all are safe and healthy in these difficult
times. The Covid-19 cases in India seem to be decreasing which is a
good sign.
I am happy to inform that Thailand has resumed the exemption
from quarantine (Test & Go) entry scheme, which makes it
convenient to visit a lot more places in Thailand for fully vaccinated
travelers.
The February issue of TAT Newsletter will highlight Thailand as the
perfect romantic holiday destination. With Valentines days around
the corner, Thailand has a lot to offer for travelers seeking a
memorable and special getaway with their loved ones.
We will introduce the concept of Honeyteering in Thailand which
has been a very popular activity among foreign tourists visiting
Thailand.
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TAT Updates:
Thailand resumes TEST & GO scheme, reopens Pattaya and Ko Chang
Sandbox from 1 February 2022
Thailand’s Centre for COVID-19 Situation Administration (CCSA) today approved the resumption
of the Exemption from Quarantine (TEST & GO) entry scheme, the reopening of Pattaya and Ko
Chang Sandbox destinations, and the reintroduction of the Sandbox Extension programme
effective from 1 February, 2022, from 09.00 Hrs. Thailand time.

Read

more:

https://www.tatnews.org/2022/01/thailand-resumes-test-go-scheme-reopens-

pattaya-and-ko-chang-sandbox-from-1-february-2022/
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Sandbox entry programme available at 4 destinations from 11 January
2022
In addition to the Phuket Sandbox, Thailand will reopen Krabi, Phang-Nga, and Surat Thani (Ko
Samui, Ko Pha-ngan, and Ko Tao) for international arrivals under the Sandbox programme from
11 January, 2022.

Read more: https://www.tatnews.org/2022/01/thailand-reopening-living-in-the-blue-zone-17sandbox-destinations/

Global survey positions Thailand as No. 1 Asian destination for
retirees
The Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT) is pleased to report that the ‘2022 Annual Global
Retirement Index’ released this month by International Living has named Thailand as the best
Asian country for foreigners to retire, and the 11th best country to retire worldwide.

Read more: https://www.tatnews.org/2022/01/global-survey-positions-thailand-as-no-1-asiandestination-for-retirees/

Tom Yam Kung listed among CNN’s 20 best soups of the world
The Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT) is delighted to report that tom yam kung (spicy shrimp
soup) – one of the most famous of all Thai dishes and a perennial favourite around the globe –
has been included in CNN’s list of the world’s 20 best soups.
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Gastronomy tourism is a key element of the ‘Visit Thailand Year 2022’ campaign showcasing the
amazing and diversified culinary scene prevalent throughout Thailand.

Read

more:

https://www.tatnews.org/2022/01/tom-yam-kung-listed-among-cnns-20-best-

soups-of-the-world/

Amazing Thailand: The Perfect Romantic Holiday Destination
Amazing Thailand is a dream destination for those who are planning a honeymoon, special
occasion celebration or just want a romantic getaway in an exotic location with close proximity
to India, direct flights, easy visa process, world class accommodation, great nightlife, variety of
activities and products to enjoy, affordable luxury experiences and a lot more.
The most luxurious resorts, great restaurants & bars, pristine beaches, picturesque landscapes,
rich culture, beautiful temples, a range of shopping options, indulgent spas, favorable weather
and warm hospitality make it a dream destination for couples. The destination that breathes
out romance and creates memorable experiences!
A once in a lifetime holiday with your better half, in Thailand, can be enjoyed together trekking
atop majestic elephants through the lush dense forest canopies in Thailand’s Northern region,
or relaxing under radiant sunsets hand-in-hand on the beautiful beaches that line the country’s
pristine shoreline. Enjoy a romantic dinner cruise under the stars, a luxury yacht experience,
some fun kayaking for couples or get pampered with the relaxing setting of a luxurious spa,
Thailand provides the ideal romantic getaway.
Often described as one of the world’s dream honeymoon destinations, honeymooners here find
extreme pleasure at discovering one another’s passions and endless possibilities of finding new
bonding interests and experiences to embrace together in Amazing Thailand.

The Unique Experience of Honeyteering in Thailand
There is a growing trend for married couples seeking new ways to add meaning to their
honeymoons by doing a volunteering activity during their honeymoon period, sometimes
referred to as Honeyteering: from honeymoon + volunteering.
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While traditional honeymoons may mean escaping to tropical beaches or relaxing in luxurious
places, honeyteering is becoming a popular way for couples to start their married lives together
by living and working in underprivileged communities. The range of activities are wide and
varied and include working for a wildlife rescue project or orphanage, helping with
reforestation, taking care of elephants, releasing sea turtles or even just reading books for the
local kids. According to research conducted, it is becoming more popular for modern-day
couples to search for unique experiences, boutique accommodation and impressive journeys.

Top 5 Romantic Destinations in Thailand
Beachside weddings, luxury resorts, relaxing spas and a tropical paradise, Thailand is the
picture-perfect romantic getaway to create unforgettable special memories. From glorious
beaches and soaring mountains to rugged jungles and full of culture, all couples can find the
perfect place in this country to feel the love.
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KOH SAMUI
Koh Samui is often said to be one of the most romantic destinations in all of Thailand. Situated
in the heart of Thai Gulf, the island is fringed with beautiful palm-backed white-sand beaches,
with vast, lush greenery and gentle hills inland. Adventure-lovers can conquer many of the
island’s gushing waterfalls, or discover the blush-inducing rock formations of Hin Ta and Hin Ya.
After a long day of exploring, couples will be pleased to know there are many luxurious spas,
plenty of which offer special treatments to enjoy together. There are many fine restaurants for
a romantic candlelit dinner and sophisticated bars to sip on cocktails while watching the sun dip
beneath the waves. When it comes to accommodation you’ll find everything from luxurious
hotels and boutique resorts through to quaint, rustic guesthouses.

PHUKET
While party-loving Phuket may not be the first choice for a romantic getaway, more up-market
beach resorts in Kamala, Karon and Kata area offer the ideal privacy and setting for a holiday
full of love. Sunbathe on warm sands, have fun exploring the island’s interior and admire
gorgeous architecture in the charming Phuket Old Town. There are plentiful attractions to enjoy
with your partner, including the quirky Baan Teelanka Upside Down House, the hilltop Big
Buddha and Phuket Trickeye Museum. Add even more diversity to your escapades
with colourful markets, boat excursions and captivating shows, not to mention a wealth of
fantastic accommodations restaurants and bars.
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KRABI
Secluded Krabi is a little less crowded than Samui and Phuket but no less beautiful or romantic.
The dramatic cliffs, some of Thailand’s most pristine beaches, complete with soft white sand
and crystal-blue water, luxury resorts, world class restaurants and some much needed privacy,
this beach destination a great place for couples. . Hike hand in hand with your love or have
an underwater experience while snorkeling or diving in the clear ocean, where schools of
tropical fish swim through the waters through fascinating rock formations and coral beds. After
that it’s time to unwind and disconnect from the world with a stay in a remote bungalow under
the stars.
Krabi is also very close to Phuket and the other islands in the Andaman Bay (including Phi Phi),
so it's a great place to use as a base if you want to explore the rest of the region. Railay Beach,
which is only accessible by boat, might just be the perfect place for a romantic getaway.

CHIANG MAI
Thailand’s so-called ‘Northern Capital’ of Chiang Mai boasts of beautiful temples, scenic parks,
glorious jungles, soaring mountains and an abundance of scenic views. Climb Doi Inthanon to
tackle Thailand’s highest point together and marvel at the sweeping vistas. Adventurous
couples can indulge in thrilling outdoor activities like ziplining, hiking and rafting. One can also
visit the Elephant orphanage, join jungle treks, climb waterfalls and meet ethnic hill tribes.
There’s plenty of culture too, with spectacular temples like Wat Phra That Doi Suthep and Wat
Phra Singh to grab your attention. Stroll hand in hand around the atmospheric Old Town and
soak up the riverside views. As evening falls, try something different with a visit to Chiang Mai
Night Safari. Alternatively, unwind in a laid-back bar or party along Nimman Road.
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KOH CHANG
Koh Chang is one of Thailand’s biggest and most beautiful islands. Home to glorious white
sandy beaches and also a number of rare wildlife species including elephants, The Island is the
complete hot spot for snorkeling, diving, other water sports and jungle hiking. Koh Chang is a
quieter island compared to Koh Samui or Phuket, but remains just as elegant.
Koh Chang features dense tropical jungles, a National Park, hiking trails, waterfalls, offshore
coral reefs and a white sandy coastline. Many honeymooners choose to stay in Koh Chang for
its amazing adventure excursions including a visit to the Mu Ko Chang National Park, scuba
diving and snorkeling. As well as taking a trip to the elephant camp, discovering nature on the
many hiking trails and bike tours.

Amazing Thailand: A Dream Wedding Destination for Indians
Amazing Thailand is very well known as A Dream Wedding Destination and has always been one
of the most popular destinations for the grand Indian wedding and other celebrations such as
milestone birthdays, anniversaries, family reunions, and bachelor & bachelorette parties.
The choice for a wedding in Thailand ranges from pristine beaches of KhaoLak, Koh Samui,
Phuket, Krabi, Pattaya, Rayong and Hua Hin, to lush green mountains of Chiang Mai and Khao
Yai or a city and riverside wedding in Bangkok that has world class hotels and convention
centres.
Thailand is a popular choice for Indian weddings because of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proximity to India
Warm Thai Hospitality
Beautiful locations
Value for money destination
World Class Hotels
Variety of Cuisines from in house chef to catering services or even brings your own chef!
Modern excellence combined with traditional details
Serves all the wedding needs
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Thailand can fulfill every need of an Indian wedding from the customs, the space needed, lavish
set up, expansive decor, dancers, celebrity entertainers, floral arrangements, ice sculptures and
culinary experience ( Indian/ vegetarian/ Jain food or bring your own chef) to arranging horses,
elephants, henna artists, makeup artists as well as priests (Punditjis). All this combined with
reasonable pricing option and warm Thai Hospitality and the “Can Do” mind set of Thai people
makes Thailand the ideal location for celebrating these special occasions.

Wedding E-Book by TAT:


Celebrate your marriage in style https://www.amazingthailandebook.com/issue/101



Desirable Wedding in Thailand https://www.amazingthailandebook.com/issue/220

Where in Thailand would you like to go with your loved
ones?.............Voices
Travel Agents Association of India, President: Ms. Jyoti Mayal
“Honestly speaking, a lot of beautiful & touristic places come to my
mind when I think about Thailand, as this country has an abundance
of natural and sprawling beauty.
It’s difficult to choose just one destination out of so many spectacular
places, but if going with the family or even with my husband I would
prefer Koh Tao Island to experience the rich marine life. Though the
smallest island of Thailand, this is a heaven for spotting rich marine
biodiversity. When going with the loved ones, one chooses the
destination which is liked by all, and we all are fond of discovering
natural beauty & indulging in experiences.
The island has various varieties of sea turtles and is also an amazing place for snorkelling. One
can spot a number of species of unique and colourful fishes, shrimps, Nudibranch and other sea
creatures. Adventure lovers like me can also swim with the majestic whale sharks in the waters
of Koh Tao. So by and large this island would be the apt destination of Thailand and a must visit
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from my side. On the romantic side the sunset & the beautiful beaches make Koh Tao the
paradise of the world.”
OTOAI, President: Mr Riaz Munshi
” An ideal destination to visit on valentine’s day, in my opinion, would
be Krabi - surrounded by clear blue waters and cinematic limestone
cliffs, it has all the elements for a serene romantic getaway.
Exclusivity reigns supreme at Krabi’s luxe resorts like Rayavadee and
the Ritz-Carlton Reserve Phulay Bay, that are perfect for an intimate
abode. Staying in an idyllic setting, dining on a secluded sandbar
watching the sunset, discovering diverse marine life and embarking on an adventure in the
tropical jungles, it’s the myriad of authentic experiences to choose from that make Krabi the
preferred choice for me.”
Celebrity Host/Actor: Ms Shivani Wazir Pasricha

“We visited Baan Jakawan in Koh Samui to celebrate a landmark
birthday. It was the best holiday of our lives. The food, the place,
the people! Unbelievable!!!”

Travel writer: Ms Rupali Dean
“I would love to visit Bangkok for the amazing wining and dining and
shopping galore! It’s a family favourite and we love staying at the
Banyan Tree & Sheraton Grande Sukhumvit. And then we would also
travel further on to Phuket & Koh Samui. Thailand is like our second
home and we can’t wait to go back!”
Blogger: Ms Mridula Dwivedi
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“I am so lucky to have visited a lot of places in Thailand and I love
them all. When I go back again I would like to take my sister Alka to
Koh Samui. Samui has it all, beautiful water, spas, markets and island
hopping to see stunning places. Add good food to it and it makes for a
perfect vacation.”

Blogger: Ms Manjulika Pramod
“I would love to go to Chiang Mai again to celebrate the festival of
Songkran. I have great memories from there. I would also want to go
to Trat and Ko Chang to explore more of its pristine beauty. Also
Bangkok is one of my favourite places for shopping. I have not been
to Phuket but have heard a lot about it, so I am eyeing that also this
year”
ET Travel, Editor: Ms Peden Doma
“As long as it is Thailand I don't mind going to any place, as every
destination has something unique to offer to its visitors. But if I need
to absolutely choose one then I would pick Chiang Mai and that would
be majorly because I have never been there and have read
extensively about the city. I would especially like to visit Chiang Mai
during the lantern festival as the pictures that I have come across look
mesmerising!”
Travel Turtle, Editor: Ms Bharti Sharma
“There are tons of reasons to love Thailand, it can be its serenity,
food, hospitality or my favourite shopping. If I have to choose one
destination, in particular, I would go for Hua Hin. It’s pristine and
beautiful. The destination doesn’t seem very commercialised and yet
is home to the best resorts. The serene atmosphere and calming vibes
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of the destination along with various fun activities make it a promising destination in Thailand.”

Delhiites Magazine, CEO: Mr Sagar Sondhi

“I’d love to visit Ko Samet again, it was a mesmerising experience.
Pristine waters, beautiful shacks, sumptuous food, water sports and
all of this just a boat ride away from the hustle bustle of Pattaya. The
tropical island is truly a great escape from the real world.”

Rashi Entertainment, Director: Mr Rajeev Jain
“February; the month of Love and to be with your loved one at your
favorite place and for me the first place that comes to my mind to
visit on Valentines is Banyan Tree, Phuket Thailand.
The aura of double pool rooms surrounded by lagoons and greenery
is a perfect romantic retreat.
The aroma of authentic oils and spa therapies with the signature style
of Banyan Tree is unparalleled to comfort your mind and heart with
love and peace.
In my opinion, Thailand is an apt place to celebrate Valentines with much experience and
experiential properties. “
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